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INTRODUCTION
Let K be a field of positive characteristic p, let l be a positive integer,
and let E be a vector space of dimension 2 l over K. Let b: E = E “ K
be a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form. The group of all isometries
Ž . Ž .of b is the symplectic group Sp K . Sp K acts on the exterior powers2 l 2 l
Hr E and the composition factors of these modules are known to be the
fundamental irreducible modules, i.e., the irreducible modules labelled by
Ž .the fundamental dominant weights of Sp K . If v is a fundamental2 l r
Ž .weight we denote the irreducible Sp K -module with highest weight v2 l r
Ž .by L v . Recursive formulae for the dimensions of the fundamentalr
w xirreducible modules were given by Premet and Suprunenko 26 when
p ) 2. These results were generalized to a field of an arbitrary characteris-
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w xtic by Adamovich 1, 2 . The multiplicities of the composition factors can
w xalso be found in 1, 2, 26 . The numerical results of Premet and Suprunenko
depend on certain properties of the representations, corresponding to
two-row partitions, of appropriate symmetric groups.
Suppose then that K has characteristic 2. It is well known that there is
Ž .an embedding of the symmetric group S into Sp K . In the first2 lq1 2 l
section of this paper we show that each composition factor for the action
Ž . rof Sp K on H E remains irreducible on restriction to S . More2 l 2 lq1
Ž .precisely, we prove that the irreducible module L v labelled by ther
Ž .fundamental weight v 1 F r F l is irreducible on restriction to Sr 2 lq1
and its restriction is isomorphic to the irreducible module DŽ2 lq1yr , r .
Ž .labelled by the partition 2 l q 1 y r, r of 2 l q 1. Thus the dimension
Ž .problem for the fundamental irreducible modules of Sp K is equivalent2 l
to the dimension problem for the irreducible modules DŽ2 lq1yr , r . of
w xS , which has been investigated in some detail in 10 .2 lq1
In view of the fact that the l fundamental irreducible modules of
Ž .Sp K remain irreducible on restriction to S , it seems reasonable to2 l 2 lq1
Ž .ask whether there are any other irreducible modules of Sp K with this2 l
property. We have not found any such examples, but the question raised
does lead to some further interesting investigations. Provided l G 2, we
actually have an embedding
S - S F Sp K ,Ž .2 lq1 2 lq2 2 l
compatible with the previous embedding for S . The restriction of2 lq1
Ž .L v to S is of course irreducible for 1 F r F l, with restrictionr 2 lq2
isomorphic to the irreducible module DŽ2 lq2yr , r . labelled by the partition
Ž .2 l q 2 y r, r of 2 l q 2. In Section 2 of this paper, we show that if l is
Ž .even, the irreducible module L v q v with highest weight v q v is1 2 r 1 2 r
irreducible on restriction to S , with restriction isomorphic to2 lq2
DŽ2 lq1y2 r , 2 r , 1.. The case when r s lr2 is particularly noteworthy. It is well
Ž . Ž . Ž .known that L v q v is expressible as the tensor product L v m L v .1 l 1 l
Ž . Ž .L v is the natural module E of dimension 2 l and L v is the spin1 l
l Ž . Ž .module of dimension 2 . The restrictions of L v and L v to S are1 l 2 lq2
the irreducible modules DŽ2 lq1, 1. and DŽ lq2, l ., respectively. We call DŽ lq2, l .
the spin module for S . Our result referred to above implies that2 lq2
DŽ2 lq1, 1. m DŽ lq2, l . is irreducible and isomorphic to DŽ lq1, l, 1.. Thus we
obtain an example of what seems to be an uncommon phenomenon, the
tensor product of two non-trivial irreducible modules for the symmetric
group that is itself irreducible. Such non-trivial irreducible tensor products
cannot occur for the symmetric group when the underlying field has
w x w xcharacteristic 0, by 30 . Moreover, by 6 , non-trivial tensor products
cannot even be homogeneous.
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Following on the example of an irreducible tensor product involving the
spin module, in Section 3 we investigate what can be said in general about
tensoring with the spin module. We show that there is a connection here
between tensoring with the spin module and the double of a spin regular
w xpartition, as defined by Benson 4 . We find further irreducible tensor
products using the spin modules and certain irreducible modules labelled
by two-row partitions in the case of S and S . We also find examples of10 14
homogeneous tensor products. While our conclusions are far from defini-
tive in most cases, we feel that the topic of tensoring with the spin module
is worthy of further investigation.
We note that both the problem on irreducible restrictions from symplec-
tic groups to symmetric groups discussed in Sections 1 and 2, and the
problem on the irreducible tensor products discussed in Section 3 are of
importance for describing the maximal subgroups in finite classical groups;
w xcf. 3, 18 .
We complete this introduction with a conjecture.
Conjecture. Let D and D be two irreducible F S -modules of dimen-1 2 n
sions greater than 1. Then D m D is irreducible if and only if p s 2,1 2
n s 4 l q 2 for some positive integer l, one of the modules corresponds to
Ž .the partition 2 l q 2, 2 l , and the other corresponds to a partition of the
Ž .form n y 2 j y 1, 2 j q 1 , 0 F j - l. Moreover, in the exceptional cases
one has
DŽ2 lq2, 2 l . m DŽny2 jy1, 2 jq1. ( DŽ2 lq1yj , 2 lyj , jq1, j. .
1. RESTRICTION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL
Ž .IRREDUCIBLE MODULES FOR Sp K TO S2 l 2 lq1
Let K be a field of characteristic 2 and let n be a positive integer. Let
x , . . . , x be commuting algebraically independent indeterminates over K.1 n
Let r be an integer satisfying 1 F r F n and let P denote the set ofr
w xmonomials of the form x x ??? x in K x , . . . , x , where i , i , . . . , ii i i 1 n 1 2 r1 2 r
are different integers satisfying 1 F i , i , . . . , i F n. We note that since1 2 r
the indeterminates commute, x x ??? x s x x ??? x if and only if thei i i j j j1 2 r 1 2 r
 4  4sets of indices i , i , . . . , i and j , j , . . . , j are equal.1 2 r 1 2 r
The symmetric group S of degree n acts on P by the rulen r
s ? x x ??? x s x x ??? x .Ž .i i i s Ž i . s Ž i . s Ž i .1 2 r 1 2 r
The corresponding permutation K S -module is denoted by M Žnyr , r .. Wen
define the symmetric bilinear form f on M Žnyr , r . = M Žnyr , r . by ther
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condition that the basis
x x ??? x : 1 F i - i - ??? - i F n 4i i i 1 2 r1 2 r
of M Žnyr , r . is orthonormal with respect to f .r
Assume now that 1 F 2 r F n and let a , b , . . . , a , b be different inte-1 1 r r
Ž .gers lying between 1 and n. Define a polynomial z a , b , . . . , a , b by1 1 r r
z a , b , . . . , a , b s x q x ??? x q x .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 r r a b a b1 1 r r
Clearly, for s g S , we haven
s ? z a , b , . . . , a , b s z s a , s b , . . . , s a , s b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 r r 1 1 r r
Ž . Žnyr , r .Thus all such z a , b , . . . , a , b span a K S -submodule of M . This1 1 r r n
submodule is called the Specht module S Žnyr , r .. The following lemma is a
w xspecial case of results proved by James 14, 4.9 and 11.1 .
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that 2 r - n. Then, if rad S Žnyr , r . denotes the
radical of S Žnyr , r . with respect to f , the quotientr
DŽnyr , r . s S Žnyr , r .rrad S Žnyr , r .
is non-zero and irreducible.
w x Žnyr , r . nAccording to 14, 17.17 , M has a filtration with factors S ,
Žny1, 1. Žnyr , r . Žnyr , r . nŽ .S , . . . , S . Since dim M s , it follows thatr
nnŽnyr , r .dim S s y .ž / ž /r r y 1
w x w xWe define a map › : K x , . . . , x “ K x , . . . , x by1 n 1 n
n ›
› s .Ý
› xkks1
Given different integers i , i , . . . , i lying between 1 and n, we set0 1 r
d i , i , . . . , i s › x x ??? x .Ž . Ž .0 1 r i i i0 1 r
We observe that for any s g S ,n
s ? d i , i , . . . , i s d s i , s i , . . . , s i . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 r 0 1 r
Ž . Ž .Let L n, r denote the span of all such elements d i , i , . . . , i . Equation0 1 r
Ž . Ž . Žnyr , r .1 shows that L n, r is a K S -submodule of M .n
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LEMMA 1.2. Let i , i , . . . , i be different integers with 1 - i , i , . . . , i F0 1 r 0 1 r
n. Then
r
d i , i , . . . , i s d 1, i , . . . , ı , . . . , i . 2Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃÝ0 1 r 0 s r
ss0
Ž .The symbol ı means that the term i is omitted in the formula.Ãs s
Proof. Note that
› 2
x x ??? x s 0,Ž .Ý 1 i i0 r› x › xk j2Fk , jFn
since K has characteristic 2. Therefore,
r r n ›
d 1, i , . . . , ı , . . . , i s x x ??? x ??? xŽ .Ã ÃŽ .Ý Ý Ý0 s r 1 i i i0 s r› xkss0 ss0 ks1
n r›
s x x ??? x ??? xÃŽ .Ý Ý 1 i i i0 s r› xkks1 ss0
n n› ›
s x x ??? xŽ .Ý Ý 1 i i0 r› x › xk jks1 js2
n› ›
s x x ??? xŽ .Ý 1 i i0 r› x › x1 jjs2
› 2
q x x ??? xŽ .Ý 1 i i0 r› x › xk j2Fk , jFn
n n› ›
s x x ??? x s x x ??? xŽ . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i i i0 1 r 0 1 r› x › xj jjs2 js1
s d i , i , . . . , i ,Ž .0 1 r
as demanded.
COROLLARY 1.3. The subset
B s d 1, i , . . . , i : 1 - i - ??? - i F n 4Ž .r 1 r 1 r
Ž .is a basis for L n, r .
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Ž . Ž .Proof. It follows from Eq. 2 of Lemma 1.2 that B generates L n, r .r
To prove the linear independence of the elements of B , it suffices to noter
Ž .that the only element of B involving the term x x ??? x is d 1, i , . . . , i .r i i i 1 r1 2 r
The module M Žny1, 1. is the natural permutation module for K S . Then
Specht module S Žny1, 1. is the submodule of M Žny1, 1. which consists of
sums a x q ??? qa x , where the a g K and a q ??? qa s 0. We will1 1 n n i 1 n
denote the element
x q x n x q x n ??? n x q x g Hr S Žny1, 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i i i1 0 2 0 r 0
Ž .by ¤ i , i , . . . , i . Here, the integers i , i , . . . , i are all different and0 1 r 0 1 r
satisfy 1 F i , i , . . . , i F n. Note that the exterior power Hr S Žny1, 1. is a0 1 r
K S -module in a natural way, andn
s ? ¤ i , i , . . . , i s ¤ s i , s i , . . . , s i . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 r 0 1 r
Moreover,
r
¤ i , i , . . . , i s ¤ 1, i , . . . , ı , . . . , i . 4Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃÝ0 1 r 0 s r
ss0
Indeed, this follows from the equality
x q x n ??? n x q xŽ . Ž .i i i i1 0 r 0
s x q x q x q x n ??? n x q x q x q x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i 1 i 1 i 1 i 11 0 r 0
w xThe following result is proved by Peel 25, pp. 146]147 . Peel's notation
differs from ours in that he uses the Specht module S Žnyr , 1
r ., correspond-
Ž r . r Žny1, 1.ing to the partition n y r, 1 of n, in place of H S . The K S -mod-n
Žnyr , 1r . r Žny1, 1. Ž .ules S and H S are isomorphic, the element D x , x , . . . , xi i i0 1 r
Ž .in Peel's notation corresponding to our wedge product ¤ i , i , . . . , i . We0 1 r
give a proof, similar to that of Peel, using our notation
LEMMA 1.4. There exists a K S -monomorphismn
h : Hr S Žny1, 1. “ M Žnyr , r .r
with
h ¤ i , i , . . . , i s d i , i , . . . , i .Ž . Ž .Ž .r 0 1 r 0 1 r
Ž .Proof. It follows from Eq. 4 that
¤ 1, i , . . . , i : 1 - i - ??? - i F n 4Ž .1 r 1 r
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is a basis of Hr S Žny1, 1.. Using Corollary 1.3, we see that we may define a
r Žny1, 1. Ž .vector space isomorphism h : H S “ L n, r withr
h ¤ 1, i , . . . , i s d 1, i , . . . , i .Ž . Ž .Ž .r 1 r 1 r
Ž . Ž .Equations 2 and 4 show that
h ¤ i , i , . . . , i s d i , i , . . . , iŽ . Ž .Ž .r 0 1 r 0 1 r
Ž . Ž .and Eqs. 1 and 3 show that h is a K S -homomorphism, as required.r n
Let c denote the restriction to S Žny1, 1. = S Žny1, 1. of the symmetric
bilinear form f defined on M Žny1, 1. = M Žny1, 1.. Let ¤ , w , . . . , ¤ , w be1 1 1 r r
vectors in S Žny1, 1.. We define a symmetric bilinear form c : Hr S Žny1, 1. =r
Hr S Žny1, 1. “ K by the formula
c ¤ n ¤ n ??? n ¤ , w n w n ??? n w s det c ¤ , w .Ž . Ž .Ž .r 1 2 r 1 2 r i j 1Fi , jFr
LEMMA 1.5. Suppose that 1 F r - n. Then
c ¤ 1, i , . . . , i , ¤ 1, j , . . . , jŽ . Ž .Ž .r 1 r 1 r
s f d 1, i , . . . , i , d 1, j , . . . , j 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r 1 r 1 r
for all i , j , . . . , i , j with 1 - i - ??? - i F n, 1 - j - ??? - j F n.1 1 r r 1 r 1 r
 4  4Proof. Let I s i , i , . . . , i and J s j , j , . . . , j . It is straightfor-1 2 r 1 2 r
Ž .ward to check that the right-hand side of Eq. 5 is equal to
r q 1, if I s J ;¡~ < <1, if I l J s r y 1;¢
0, otherwise.
Ž .On the other hand, the left-hand side of Eq. 5 equals
det d q 1 ,Ž .i js t 1Fs , tFr
where d denotes the usual Kronecker delta. Seti j
A s d q 1 .Ž .i js t 1Fs , tFr
If I s J, then A is the r = r matrix with zeros on the main diagonal and
Ž . ry1Ž .ones everywhere else. One can easily check that det A s y1 r y 1 ,
which is the same as r q 1 in characteristic 2.
< <If I l J s r y 1, then A is the matrix with zeros at all but one position
on the main diagonal and ones everywhere else. Then we calculate that
< <det A s 1, since K has characteristic 2. Finally, if I l J - r y 1, then A
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Ž .has two identical rows consisting entirely of ones , and thus det A s 0, as
required.
Ž . r Žny1, 1.Thus h identifies L n, r with H S . Moreover, h is an isometryr r
between the natural forms defined on these spaces. For our next result,
Ž . Žnyr , r .which shows that L n, r contains S , we quote part of the proof of
w x25, Theorem 4, p. 148 .
LEMMA 1.6. Suppose that 2 r F n. Let a , b , . . . , a , b be different inte-1 1 r r
gers that satisfy 1 F a , b , . . . , a , b F n. Then1 1 r r
z a , b , . . . , a , b s d 1, c , . . . , c ,Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 r r 1 r
Ž .where the summation runs o¤er all sequences c , . . . , c in which, for each i,1 r
either c s a or c s b .i i i i
COROLLARY 1.7. Suppose that 2 r F n. Let T be the subspace ofr
Hr S Žny1, 1. spanned by all ¤ectors of the form
x q x n ??? n x q x ,Ž . Ž .a b a b1 1 r r
where a , b , . . . , a , b are different integers that satisfy 1 F a , b , . . . , a , b1 1 r r 1 1 r r
F n. Then
Ž . r Žny1, 1.i T is a K S -submodule of H S and h xT is a K S -iso-r n r r n
Žnyr , r . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..morphism of T onto S . Moreo¤er, c ¤ , w s f h ¤ , h w for anyr r r r r
¤ and w in Hr S Žny1, 1..
Ž .ii If rad T denotes the radical of T with respect to c , rad T is ar r r r
K S -submodule of T andn r
T rrad T ( DŽnyr , r . .r r
y1Ž Žnyr , r ..Proof. By Lemma 1.6, the preimage of h S is spanned by ther
vectors of the form
¤ 1, c , . . . , c ,Ž .Ý 1 r
Ž .where the summation extends over all sequences c , . . . , c with c s a1 r i i
or b . However,i
¤ 1, c , . . . , c s x q x n ??? n x q xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 r c 1 c 11 r
s x q x q x q x n ??? n x q x q x q xŽ . Ž .a 1 b 1 a 1 b 11 1 r r
s x q x n ??? n x q x .Ž . Ž .a b a b1 1 r r
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Ž . Ž .This proves the first part of i . The second part of i follows from Lemma
Ž . Ž .1.5. Finally, ii follows from i and Lemma 1.1.
Ž . wWe note that the first part of Corollary 1.7 i is proved in 25, Theo-
xrem 4 .
We wish now to bring the symplectic group into consideration. Let l be
a positive integer and let E be a vector space of dimension 2 l over K. Let
b: E = E “ K be a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form. Let
 4e , . . . , e , e , . . . , e be a symplectic basis of E. Thus we have1 l y1 yl
b e , e s b e , e s 0, b e , e s d 1 F i , j F l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i j yi yj i yj i j
Ž . Ž .The group of all isometries of b is the symplectic group Sp K . Sp K2 l 2 l
acts on the exterior powers Hr E and it is the composition factors of this
action that we wish to investigate. Suppose that r satisfies 1 F r F l.
Elements ¤ n ??? n ¤ of Hr E such that ¤ , . . . , ¤ are basis vectors of a1 r 1 r
totally isotropic r-dimensional subspace of E are called isotropic r-vectors.
Ž . rLet F K denote the subspace of H E spanned by all the isotropicr
Ž . Ž . rr-vectors. F K is clearly a K Sp K -submodule of H E. Witt's theoremr 2 l
Ž .shows that Sp K permutes the totally isotropic r-dimensional subspaces2 l
Ž . rof E transitively. It follows that if M is a K Sp K -submodule of H E2 l
Ž . Žthat contains an isotropic r-vector, then F K F M. This is true for anyr
.field K. We shall now prove the inequality
2 l2 ldim F K F y .Ž .r ž / ž /r r y 2
We do this by using the representation theory of the symplectic group over
fields of characteristic 0.
w x Ž wBy a theorem of MacLane 24, Theorem 2 see also 17, Theorem 1.5, p.
x.142 , there is a complete discrete valuation ring R of characteristic 0 with
unique maximal ideal 2 R such that Rr2 R is isomorphic to K. Let L be
the quotient field of R. Let V be a vector space of dimension 2 l over L
and let b : V = V “ L be a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form. Let
 4u , . . . , u , u , . . . , u be a symplectic basis of V. Let V denote the1 l y1 yl R
R-lattice in V spanned by the R-linear combinations of this symplectic
basis.
There are contraction maps
› : Hr V “ Hry2 Vr
given by
iq jy1
› ¤ n ??? n ¤ s b ¤ , ¤ y1 ¤ nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýr 1 r i j 1
i-j
??? n ¤ n ??? n ¤ n ??? n ¤ ,Ã Ãi j r
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w xwhere ¤ , . . . , ¤ are any vectors in V. See, for example, 12, p. 260 . We1 r
take › and › to be the zero maps of H0 V s L and H1 V s V.0 1
We now define a contraction operator › on the whole exterior algebra
HV, whose restriction to Hr V equals › . It is not hard to see that ›r
Ž .commutes with the action of Sp L on HV and thus it follows that2 l
r Ž . rker › l H V is an L Sp L -submodule of H V. It is known that if2 l
r Ž .1 F r F l, ker › l H V is the irreducible L Sp L -module with funda-2 l
w x rmental highest weight v 12, 17.5 . Since ker › l H V contains, forr
example, the isotropic r-vector u n ??? n u , it follows from the irre-1 r
ducibility of ker › l Hr V, together with our remarks on the transitive
Ž . r Ž .action of Sp L on isotropic r-vectors, that ker › l H V s F L , where2 l r
Ž . rF L denotes the subspace of H V spanned by all the isotropic r-vectors.r
It is also true that › maps Hr V onto Hry2 V in this case, and thus it
follows that
2 l2 ldim F L s y .Ž .r ž / ž /r r y 2
Ž . Ž . r Ž . Ž .Now we set F R s F L l H V . Then F R is an R-lattice in F L ofr r R r r
Ž . w xrank dim F L ; see, for example, 8, Chap. VII, Sect. 4, No. 1 .r
Given a non-zero element u of V and a non-zero element l of L, the
isometry t of b , given byl, u
t ¤ s ¤ q lb ¤ , u u ,Ž . Ž .l, u
Ž .is called a symplectic transvection. Let Sp R denote the subgroup of2 l
Ž .Sp L generated by all symplectic transvections as above, where l g R2 l
Ž .and u g V . It is clear that V is invariant under Sp R and it followsR R 2 l
Ž . Ž .that F R is also invariant under Sp R .r 2 l
Let a denote the natural homomorphism R “ Rr2 R ( K. We also let
a denote the epimorphism V “ E given byR
l l
a l u s a l e .Ž .Ý Ýi i i iž /
isyl isyl
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..It is clear then that a b u, w s b a u , a w for all u and w in V .R
Ž . Ž .There is also a group homomorphism Sp R “ Sp K , which we will2 l 2 l
denote by u , induced by reducing coefficients modulo 2. We readily check
that
u s a ¤ s a s ¤ 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .for all s g Sp R and all ¤ g V . The image of the symplectic transvec-2 l R
tion t under u is the symplectic transvection t . Since we canl, u a Žl., a Žu.
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Ž .clearly obtain all symplectic transvections of Sp K in this way, and2 l
Ž .Sp K is known to be generated by its transvections, it follows that u is2 l
surjective.
r r Ž .We note that H V is an R-lattice in H V invariant under Sp R andR 2 l
Ž . r Ž .F R is an R-sublattice in H V also invariant under Sp R . Moreover,r R 2 l
a induces an epimorphism a : Hr V “ Hr E, defined byr R
a ¤ n ??? n ¤ s a ¤ n ??? n a ¤ 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r 1 r 1 r
Ž .for any ¤ , . . . , ¤ in V . Finally, for s in Sp R we have1 r R 2 l
u s a ¤ n ??? n ¤ s a s ¤ n ??? n ¤ , 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r 1 r r 1 r
Ž . Ž .a result that follows easily from Eqs. 6 and 7 . With these preliminaries
described, we can proceed to the proof of our inequality.
LEMMA 1.8. Let K be a field of characteristic 2 and let l be a positi¤e
integer. Let E be a ¤ector space of dimension 2 l o¤er K and let b: E = E “ K
be a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form. Gi¤en an integer r with 1 F r F l,
Ž . rlet F K denote the subspace of H E spanned by the isotropic r-¤ectors.r
Then we ha¤e
2 l2 ldim F K F y .Ž .r ž / ž /r r y 2
Ž . Ž .Proof. We identify Sp K with the image of Sp R under u . The2 l 2 l
Ž . r Ž .subspace a F R of H E has dimension equal to the rank of F R , whichr r r
2 l 2 lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .is y . Equation 8 shows that it is also Sp K -invariant. Since2 lr r y 2
Ž .a F R contains the isotropic r-vector e n ??? n e , our earlier remarksr r 1 r
Ž . Ž .show that a F R contains F K and the desired inequality follows.r r r
Returning to S , we suppose that n s 2 l q 1 is odd, where l is an
positive integer. The Specht module S Ž2 l, 1. has dimension 2 l and the form
c defined on S Ž2 l, 1. = S Ž2 l, 1. is alternating and non-degenerate. For nota-
tional convenience, we will identify S Ž2 l, 1. with the 2 l-dimensional vector
space E previously studied and the form c with b. We thus have the
Ž .inclusion S F Sp K .2 lq1 2 l
LEMMA 1.9. Let K be a field of characteristic 2 and let l be a positi¤e
Ž .integer. Let r be an integer with 1 F r F l and let F K denote the subspacer
of Hr S Ž2 l, 1. spanned by the isotropic r-¤ectors. Let T be the K Sr 2 lq1
r Ž2 l, 1. Ž .submodule of H S described in Corollary 1.7. Then we ha¤e T s F Kr r
and thus
2 l2 ldim F K s y .Ž .r ž / ž /r r y 2
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Ž .Proof. We know that T is spanned by r-vectors of the form x q xr a b1 1
Ž .n ??? n x q x , where a , b , . . . , a , b are different integers lying be-a b 1 1 r rr r
tween 1 and 2 l q 1. Now if a , b , a , b are different integers as above,i i j j
x q x and x q x are orthogonal with respect to c . Thus, T isa b a b ri i j j
Ž .spanned by isotropic r-vectors and it follows that T F F K . Corollary 1.7r r
shows that T is isomorphic to the Specht module S Ž2 lq1yr , r ., and thus ourr
remarks after Lemma 1.1 imply that
2 l q 12 l q 1dim T s y .r ž / ž /r r y 1
But
2 l 2 l q 12 l 2 l q 1y s y .ž / ž /ž / ž /r rr y 2 r y 1
and we deduce that
2 l2 ldim F K G y .Ž .r ž / ž /r r y 2
This inequality and the inequality in Lemma 1.8 imply that we have
2 l2 ldim F K s yŽ .r ž / ž /r r y 2
Ž .and thus T s F K , as required.r r
We note that Premet and Suprunenko obtained the same formula for
Ž . wthe dimension of F K when K has odd prime characteristic 26, Remark,r
xp. 1337 . Their dimension formula also depends on the characteristic 0
theory, as ours does.
Ž . Ž .Let rad F K denote the radical of F K with respect to the bilinearr r
Ž . Ž . Ž .form c . Then F K rrad F K is a K Sp K -module and we now showr r r 2 l
that it is irreducible.
COROLLARY 1.10. Let K be a field of characteristic 2 and let l be
Ž .a positi¤e integer. Let r be an integer with 1 F r F l and let F K denoter
the subspace of Hr S Ž2 l, 1. spanned by the isotropic r-¤ectors. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .F K rrad F K is an irreducible K Sp K -module whose restriction tor r 2 l
S is isomorphic to the irreducible module DŽ2 lq1yr , r ..2 lq1
Proof. The result follows from Corollary 1.7, since we have seen in
Ž .Lemma 1.9 that F K s T .r r
Suppose now that K is algebraically closed and E is our vector space of
Ž .dimension 2 l over K. We wish to identify the irreducible K Sp K -mod-2 l
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Ž . Ž . rule F K rrad F K and the composition factors of H E in this case.r r
Ž .With the usual notation, let B s TU be a Borel subgroup of Sp K2 l
containing the maximal torus T. We may choose a symplectic basis
 4e , . . . , e , e , . . . , e of E so that these vectors are weight vectors with1 l y1 yl
 4respect to T with corresponding weights « , . . . , « , y« , . . . , y« in the1 l 1 l
w x ² : ² :notation of 7, Table III . Moreover, the l subspaces e , e , e , . . . ,1 1 2
² :e , e , . . . , e are all B-invariant. Again with the usual notation, the1 2 l
fundamental dominant weights are
v s « , v s « q « , . . . , v s « q « q ??? q« .1 1 2 1 2 l 1 2 l
Ž .Let L v denote the fundamental irreducible module with highest weightr
v .r
THEOREM 1.11. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2
and let l be a positi¤e integer. Let E be a ¤ector space of dimension 2 l o¤er K
and let b be a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form on E = E. Let r be an
Ž . rinteger with 1 F r F l and let F K denote the subspace of H E spanned byr
Ž . Ž .the isotropic r-¤ectors. Then the irreducible K Sp K -module F K r2 l r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž2 lq1yr , r .rad F K is isomorphic to L v . Thus L v x ( D .r r r S 2 lq1
Proof. The one-dimensional subspace spanned by the isotropic r-vector
Ž .e n ??? n e is contained in F K and is B-invariant. Furthermore, since1 r r
c e n ??? n e , e n ??? n e s 1,Ž .r 1 r y1 yr
Ž . Ž .e n ??? n e q rad F K is a non-zero maximal vector in1 r r
Ž . Ž .F K rrad F K for which the associated weight is « q ??? q« s v .r r 1 r r
Ž . Ž . Ž .The identification of F K rrad F K with L v now follows from ther r r
isomorphism theorem for irreducible rational modules of semisimple alge-
Ž w x.braic groups see, for example, 13, 31.3 .
Ž .We note that there is a subgroup S in Sp K with S - S2 lq2 2 l 2 lq1 2 lq2
Ž . Ž2 lq1, 1.F Sp K when l G 2. Indeed, let D be the 2 l-dimensional irre-2 l
ducible quotient of the Specht module S Ž2 lq1, 1.. This is a faithful module
provided l G 2. Then the bilinear form f on M Ž2 lq1, 1. ) S Ž2 lq1, 1. gives1
rise to a non-degenerate S -invariant alternating form on DŽ2 lq1, 1..2 lq2
Ž .Thus S F Sp K for l G 2. This agrees with the natural embedding2 lq2 2 l
Ž .S - S and our previous embedding S - Sp K since the2 lq1 2 lq2 2 lq1 2 l
restriction of DŽ2 lq1, 1. to S is naturally isomorphic to S Ž2 l, 1..2 lq1
COROLLARY 1.12. Assume the hypothesis and notation of Theorem 1.11
and also that l G 2. Then
L v x ( DŽ2 lq2yr , r .Ž .r S 2 lq2
for 1 F r F l.
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Ž .Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.11 that L v x is irreducible.r S 2 lq2
Ž . lPut L v x ( D , where l is a 2-regular partition of 2 l q 2. Thenr S 2 lq2
l Ž2 lq1yr , r . w x ŽD x ( D . It follows from 20, Theorem 0.6 that l s 2 l qS 2 lq1
.2 y r, r .
Ž . rWe turn to a consideration of the Sp K composition factors of H E.2 l
Ž .In what follows, L v will denote the trivial one-dimensional irreducible0
module.
LEMMA 1.13. Assume the notation of Theorem 1.11. Then the composi-
r Ž .tion factors of H E ha¤e the form L v , where i is an integer satisfyingry2 i
0 F 2 i F r.
Proof. Following our previous notation, the weight vectors of Hr E with
respect to T are the r-vectors e n ??? n e , where the i are integersi i j1 r
satisfying i - ??? - i and yl F i F l. The corresponding weights have1 r j
the form
"« " ??? " « ,j j1 s
where s s r y 2k, k is an integer satisfying 0 F 2k F r, and j , . . . , j is a1 s
strictly increasing sequence of integers, each lying between 1 and l.
Ž . rSince the action of Sp K on H E is rational, the classification of2 l
finite-dimensional irreducible rational modules for semisimple algebraic
Ž . rgroups shows that any composition factor for Sp K in H E is deter-2 l
mined up to isomorphism by a dominant weight. We thus seek the
dominant weights among the weights "« " ??? " « that occur in Hr E.j j1 s
Now it is known that any weight is conjugate under the Weyl group to a
unique dominant weight. Given the action of the Weyl group W of
Ž .Sp K , we easily see that "« " ??? " « is W-conjugate to « q ??? q«2 l j j 1 s1 s
s v , which is a dominant weight. Thus, the only dominant weightss
occurring among the weights of Hr E are the v , with s as above, and thes
w xisomorphism theorem 13, 31.3 now tells us that the composition factors of
r Ž .H E have the form L v , as required.s
We proceed next to find the multiplicity of each composition factor
Ž . rL v in H E.j
w r Ž .xTHEOREM 1.14. Assume the notation of Theorem 1.11. Let H E : L v j
Ž . rdenote the multiplicity of L v as a composition factor of H E. Then wej
ha¤e
XwŽ . xryj r2 2 l q 2 y 2 jrH E : L v s ,Ž . Ýj ž /r y j y 2 i
is0
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a X aw x Ž . Ž .where x denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x and s 0 if isb b
a XŽ .e¤en, and s 1 otherwise.b
Proof. Since
ExSp 2 lŽK . ( S Ž2 l , 1. ,S 2 lq1
we conclude that
Hr ExSp 2 lŽK . ( Hr S Ž2 l , 1. .S 2 lq1
Now we remarked before the proof of Lemma 1.4 that Hr S Žny1, 1. and
S Žnyr , 1
r . are isomorphic as K S -modules. Since, by Lemma 1.13, alln
r Ž .composition factors of H E are of the form L v , it follows fromj
Theorem 1.11 that all composition factors of S2 lq1yr , 1
r . are of the form
DŽ2 lq1yj, j., and
rr Ž2 lq1yr , 1 . Ž2 lq1yj , j.w xH E : L v s S : D .Ž .j
w xThe calculation on 14, p. 93 shows that
w Ž2 lq1yr , 1r . Ž2 lq1yj , j. x w Ž2 lq1yrq2 i , ry2 i. Ž2 lq1yj , j. xS : D s S : DÝ
iG0
Ž2 lq1yrq2 i, ry2 i. Ž2 lq1yj, j. 2 l q 2 y 2 j Xw x Ž .and the multiplicity S : D is given by inr y j y 2 i
w xaccordance with 14, 24.15 .
While the multiplicities above depend on the parity of binomial coeffi-
w Ž .x Ž .cients, the multiplicity H E : L v of L v in the entire exterior algebraj j
is more easily expressed, as it proves to be a power of 2. We begin by
Ž .finding the multiplicity of the trivial module L v in H E.0
Let n be a positive integer and let
n s 2 c1 q ??? q2 ct
be the 2-adic decomposition of n, where the c are integers satisfyingi
0 F c - ??? - c . Let r be an integer satisfying 1 F r F n and let1 t
r s 2 b1 q ??? q2 bu
nŽ .be the 2-adic decomposition of r, with 0 F b - ??? - b . Then is odd1 u r
 4  4if and only if b , . . . , b is a subset of c , . . . , c . The case that r s 0 will1 u 1 t
 4  4be covered by taking the empty subset of c , . . . , c . Thus, since c , . . . , c1 t 1 t
t t nŽ .has exactly 2 subsets, there are 2 different odd binomial coefficients .r
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Consider now the exterior power Hk E. It is well known that as a
Ž . 2 lyk kK GL K -module, H E is isomorphic to the dual of H E. But, as a2 l
Ž . kK Sp K -module, H E is isomorphic to its dual, the isomorphism being2 l
provided by an invariant non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form con-
structed from the underlying alternating form b in the manner described
before Lemma 1.5. Thus it follows that H2 lyk E is isomorphic to Hk E as a
Ž .K Sp K -module.2 l
Having made these observations, we proceed to the proof of the follow-
ing multiplicity theorem.
THEOREM 1.15. Assume the notation of Theorem 1.11. Let
l q 1 s 2 a1 q ??? q2 as
be the 2-adic decomposition of l q 1, where the a are integers satisfyingi
w Ž .x0 F a - ??? - a . Then the multiplicity H E : L v of the tri¤ial1 s 0
Ž . sqasy1K Sp K -module in the exterior algebra is 2 .2 l
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.14 that the trivial module is a
composition factor of Hk E, where 0 F k F l, if and only if k is even, say
k s 2 i. By Theorem 1.14, the multiplicity of the trivial module in H2 i E
equals the number of odd binomial coefficients among
2 l q 2 2 l q 2 2 l q 2, , . . . , .ž / ž / ž /0 2 2 i
a2 aŽ . Ž .Since ’ mod 2, this multiplicity is the number of odd numbersb2 b
among
l q 1 l q 1 l q 1, , . . . , .ž / ž / ž /0 1 i
Suppose first that l is odd, with l s 2m q 1, where m is a non-negative
integer. Then by our remarks above,
m
2 iH E : L v s 2 H E : L v .Ž . Ž .Ý0 0
is0
l q 1 2 m q 2Ž . Ž .Let the different integers j such that 0 F j F m and s is oddj j
be j , . . . , j . Then it follows from Theorem 1.14 that1 u
m u u
2 iH E : L v s m y j q 1 s u m q 1 y j . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý0 i i
is0 is1 is1
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We proceed to evaluate u and the sum of the j .i
2m q 2Ž .Let j be a positive integer with j F m and odd. Letj
j s 2 b1 q ??? q2 bt
be the 2-adic decomposition of j, with b - ??? - b . Then it is easy to see1 t
 4that b / a , since j F m, and thus t F s y 1. In particular, b , . . . , bt s 1 t
 4must be a subset of a , . . . , a , but it is easy to see that any subset of1 sy1
 4  4a , . . . , a is admissible as b , . . . , b . Taking into account the addi-1 sy1 1 t
tional number j s 0 not included above, we see that there are 2 sy1
possibilities for j and hence u s 2 sy1.
If we consider all those numbers j above for which the 2-adic decompo-
sition contains exactly t summands, a straightforward count shows that the
sum of these numbers is
s y 2a a1 sy12 q ??? q2 .Ž . ž /t y 1
Thus we have
u sy1
s y 2a a a sy21 sy1 sj s 2 q ??? q2 s 2m q 2 y 2 2 .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi ž /t y 1
is1 ts1
We therefore obtain
m
2 i sy1 a sy2sH E : L v s 2 m q 1 y 2m q 2 y 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 0
is0
s 2 sqasy2
and it follows that
sqa y2 sqa y1s sH E : L v s 2 = 2 s 2 ,Ž .0
as required.
To finish the proof, we assume that l s 2m is even. Then
my1
2 m 2 iH E : L v s H E : L v q 2 H E : L v .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0 0 0
is0
w 2 m Ž .xThe multiplicity H E : L v is the number of odd binomial coeffi-0
cients among
2m q 1 2m q 1 2m q 1, , . . . , ,ž /ž / ž / m0 1
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2m q 1Ž .which is half the number of odd binomial coefficients among ,i
0 F i F 2m q 1. Since
l q 1 s 2m q 1 s 2 a1 q ??? q2 as ,
we see that
2 m sy1H E : L v s 2 .Ž .0
2m q 1Ž .Now let the different integers t such that 0 F t F m y 1 and ist
odd be t , . . . , t . Then1 ¤
my1 ¤ ¤
2 iH E : L v s m y t s ¤m y t .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý0 i i
is0 is1 is1
Let t be one of the t above. Leti
t s 2 c1 q ??? q2 cw
be the 2-adic decomposition of t, with 0 F c - ??? - c . As before, we1 w
 4have c / a , and thus w F s y 1. Therefore, c , . . . , c is again a subsetw s 1 w
 4  4of a , . . . , a . Furthermore, any subset of a , . . . , a is admissible as1 sy1 1 sy1
 4c , . . . , c , except if1 w
a s 0, a s 1, . . . , a s s y 2, a s s y 1,1 2 sy1 s
 4in which case the subset 0, 1, . . . , s y 2 is inadmissible. Let us omit this
exceptional case 2m q 1 s 2 s y 1 for the time being. Then, following the
earlier argument, we have ¤ s 2 sy1 and
¤
a sy2st s 2m q 1 y 2 2 .Ž .Ý i
is1
Thus, we deduce that
sy1H E : L v s 2 q 2¤m y 2 tŽ . Ý0 i
s 2 sy1 q 2 sm y 2 sy1 2m q 1 y 2 asŽ .
s 2 sqasy1 ,
as required.
Finally, suppose that 2m q 1 s 2 s y 1. Then all the binomial coeffi-
w 2 r Ž .xcients involved in the sum giving H E : L v are odd. Thus we get0
m m q 1Ž . 2H E : L v s m q 1 q 2 = s m q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2
s 22 sy2 s 2 sqasy1 ,
in accordance with our theorem.
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w Ž .xThe multiplicity H E : L v for 1 F r F l is also a power of 2, for it isr
straightforward to see from Theorem 1.14 that this number equals the
Ž .multiplicity of the trivial K Sp K -module in the exterior algebra2 ly2 r
Ž . Ž .H E 2 l y 2 r , where E 2 l y 2 r is a symplectic space of dimension 2 l y 2 r
over K, which may be found from Theorem 1.15.
2. INVESTIGATION OF FURTHER IRREDUCIBLE
Ž .MODULES FOR Sp K AND S2 l 2 lq2
The previous section has shown that there are certain irreducible
Ž .K Sp K modules that remain irreducible on restriction to both S2 l 2 lq1
and S . An obvious question to ask is whether there are additional2 lq2
Ž .irreducible K Sp K modules that remain irreducible on restriction to2 l
S , or failing that, on restriction to S . We have not found any2 lq1 2 lq2
further such modules that remain irreducible on restriction to S , but2 lq1
the purpose of this section is to construct, using the fundamental modules
Ž .for Sp K , additional modules that do remain irreducible on restriction2 l
to S . It is unlikely that the modules that we consider are the only ones2 lq2
with the sought-for property.
Notation 2.1. Let G be a finite group and let V be a finite-dimensional
KG-module. Let V , . . . , V be the non-isomorphic irreducible KG-mod-1 r
w xules that occur as composition factors of V and let a s V : V denote thei i
multiplicity with which V occurs as a composition factor of V, 1 F i F r.i
Then we write
V ; a V q ??? qa V .1 1 r r
If V is a completely reducible KG-module, we write
V s a V [ ??? [ a V .1 1 r r
w xSheth 28 described the branching rule for two-row partitions. The
following result is a special case we need.
THEOREM 2.2. Let n be a positi¤e integer with n ’ 3 mod 4 and let m be
Ž .an odd positi¤e integer with 1 F m - n y 1 r2. Then, o¤er a field of
characteristic 2,
DŽnym , m.x ; DŽnymy1, m. q 2 DŽnym , my1. .S ny 1
Furthermore,
DŽŽnq1.r2, Žny1.r2.x ; 2 DŽŽnq1.r2, Žny3.r2. .S ny 1
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COROLLARY 2.3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. Then
DŽnym , m.x is an indecomposable uniserial module, with socle and headS ny 1
both isomorphic to DŽnym , my1..
w xProof. The result follows from 20, Theorem 0.5 which shows that the
Žnym , my1.socle of the restriction is D .
Our next result is a straightforward consequence of the Mackey sub-
group theorem, and we therefore omit its proof.
LEMMA 2.4. Let K be an arbitrary field and let W be a K S -module. Letn
P be the natural permutation module for K S of degree n. Then we ha¤en
W ›S nq 1 x s W [ W m P .Ž .Ž . S n
We proceed to investigate the tensor products of certain irreducible
K S -modules.n
THEOREM 2.5. Let K be a field of characteristic 2 and let n s 4 l q 2,
where l is a positi¤e integer. Let j be an integer with 1 F j F l y 1. Then we
ha¤e
DŽ4 lq1, 1. m DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j. s DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 j , 1. [ DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 jq1.
and
DŽ4 lq1, 1. m DŽ2 lq2, 2 l . s DŽ2 lq1, 2 l , 1. .
Proof. We assume first that 1 F j F l y 1. Since 4 l y 2 j q 2 and 2 j
are both even, we have
DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j.›S4 lq3 s DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j , 1. [ DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 jq1. ,
w xby 22, Corollary D . Furthermore,
DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j , 1.x s DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 j , 1. [ DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j.S4 lq2
w xby 20, Theorem 0.6 . Since 4 l q 3 ’ 3 mod 4, Theorem 2.2 implies that
DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 jq1.x ; DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 jq1. q 2 DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j. .S4 lq2
Since n is even, we have P ; DŽ4 lq1, 1. q 2 DŽ4 lq2., where P is the permu-
tation module described in Lemma 2.4. Lemma 2.4 now implies that
DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 j , 1. q DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 jq1. q 3DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j.
; DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j. m DŽ4 lq1, 1. q 2 DŽ4 lq2. q DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j. .Ž .
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Multiplying out, we obtain
DŽ4 lq1, 1. m DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j. ; DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 j , 1. q DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 jq1. .
As DŽ4 lq1, 1. m DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j. is certainly self-dual, it must be the direct sum
of the two non-isomorphic irreducible submodules above, as required.
Finally, when j s l, the only difference in the argument is that
DŽ2 lq2, 2 lq1.x ; 2 DŽ2 lq2, 2 l .S4 lq2
and the amended result in this case is thus clear.
Remark. The assumption that n ’ 2 mod 4 is essential to the truth of
Theorem 2.5. We have been able to prove the following more involved
tensor product theorems when n ’ 0 mod 4:
DŽny1, 1. m DŽny2, 2. ; DŽny3, 2, 1. q DŽny3, 3. q 2 DŽny1, 1. , n ’ 0 mod 4,
DŽny1, 1. m DŽny4, 4. ; DŽny5, 4, 1. q DŽny5, 5. q 2 DŽny3, 3. , n ’ 4 mod 8,
DŽny1, 1. m DŽny4, 4. ; DŽny5, 4, 1. q DŽny5, 5. q 2 DŽny3, 3. q 2 DŽny1, 1. ,
n ’ 0 mod 8.
We proceed to give an interpretation of Theorem 2.5 in terms of the
Ž .representations of Sp K .4 l
THEOREM 2.6. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2.
Ž .Then for the group Sp K we ha¤e4 l
L v m L v s L v ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 1
L v m L v s L v [ L v q v , 1 F j F l y 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 j 2 jq1 1 2 j
L v m L v s L v q v .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 l 1 2 l
Proof. We proceed by induction on j, the result being obvious when
Ž . Ž .j s 0. We note that if l and m are dominant weights, and L l and L m
Ž . Ž . Ž .are the corresponding irreducible K Sp K -modules, L l m L m con-4 l
Ž . Ž w x.tains L l q m as a composition factor see, for example, 13, 31.4 . Thus
Ž . Ž . Ž .L v m L v certainly contains L v q v as a composition factor1 2 j 1 2 j
for 1 F j F l.
We know from Lemma 1.13 that, provided 1 F j F l, the composition
2 j Ž .factors of H E consist of L v , with multiplicity 1, together with2 j
Ž . Žvarious L v , where 1 F s F j. Here we take E to be the natural2 jy2 s
Ž . .vector space of dimension 4 l over K on which Sp K acts. Thus the4 l
2 j Ž .composition factors of E m H E are the composition factors of L v m1
Ž . Ž . Ž .L v and the various L v m L v , where 1 F s F j. Since we2 j 1 2 jy2 s
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Ž . 2 j 2 jq1have an K Sp K -epimorphism from E m H E onto H E given by4 l
¤ m ¤ n ??? n ¤ ‹ ¤ n ¤ n ??? n ¤ ,Ž .1 2 j 1 2 j
2 jq1 Ž .and since H E contains L v provided j F l y 1, it follows that2 jq1
Ž . Ž .for 1 F j F l y 1, there must be an index 2k such that L v m L v1 2 k
Ž .contains L v as a composition factor. By induction, this index must2 jq1
Ž . Ž .be 2 j. Thus by our earlier observation, L v m L v contains both1 2 j
Ž . Ž .L v and L v q v as composition factors for 1 F j F l y 1. Now2 jq1 1 2 j
by Corollary 1.12 we have
L v x s DŽ4 lq1, 1. , L v x s DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j.Ž . Ž .1 S 2 j S4 lq2 4 lq2
for 1 F j F l and by Theorem 2.5,
DŽ4 lq1, 1. m DŽ4 ly2 jq2, 2 j. s DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 jq1. [ DŽ4 ly2 jq1, 2 j , 1.
Ž . Ž .for 1 F j F l y 1. It therefore follows that L v m L v contains at1 2 j
most two composition factors for 1 F j F l y 1. Thus our theorem is
proved for 1 F j F l y 1. Our theorem also follows for j s l, since we have
Ž4 lq1, 1. Ž2 lq2, 2 l . Ž2 lq1, 2 l, 1.already seen that D m D s D is irreducible.
COROLLARY 2.7. Assume the notation of Theorem 2.6 abo¤e. Then
L v q v x s DŽ4 lq1y2 j , 2 j , 1.Ž .1 2 j S4 lq2
is an irreducible K S -module for 1 F j F l.4 lq2
Ž .Remark. i While Theorem 2.5 does not apply to S , and not all the4 l
Ž .statements of Theorem 2.6 are true in general for Sp K , some parts4 ly2
of Corollary 2.7 are true when we replace 4 l q 2 by 4 l. Thus, with a little
more work, we can prove that
L v q v x s DŽ4 ly3, 2, 1.Ž .1 2 S4 l
is an irreducible K S -module. On the other hand,4 l
L v q v x s DŽ2 l , 2 ly1, 1. [ DŽ2 lq1, 2 ly1. ,Ž .1 2 ly1 S4 l
so that not all parts of Corollary 2.7 can be translated to S .4 l
Ž . Ž .ii None of the modules L v q v remains irreducible on re-1 2 j
w x Ž w x.striction to S by Theorem D of 19 see also 11 .4 lq1
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3. TENSORING WITH THE SPIN MODULE
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. The irre-
Ž . Ž .ducible module L v for Sp K is known as the spin module and it hasl 2 l
l w xdimension 2 . Steinberg 29, Theorem 11.1 has shown that if l is a
dominant weight expressible in terms of the fundamental weights as
l s v q ??? qv ,i i1 r
Ž .where 1 F i - i - ??? - i F l y 1, and L l is the corresponding irre-1 2 r
Ž . Ž . Ž .ducible K Sp K -module, then L l m L v is irreducible and isomor-2 l l
Ž .phic to L l q v . The final part of Theorem 2.6 is a very special case ofl
this theorem.
Ž .As we have seen, the restriction of the spin module L v to S isl 2 lq2
the irreducible module DŽ lq2, l . and its restriction to S is the irre-2 lq1
ducible module DŽ lq1, l .. We shall refer to these modules as spin modules
for the symmetric group over F . We now make use of properties of the2
characteristic 0 spin modules for the proper covers of the symmetric
groups to investigate these characteristic 2 spin modules in more detail.
Let G denote either of the two non-isomorphic proper double covers ofn
Žthe symmetric group S for n s 6, there is in fact only one proper doublen
.cover, up to isomorphism . G has a faithful irreducible complex module D,n
say, of dimension 2 wŽny1.r2x, known as the basic spin representation. By
finding a suitable integral lattice in a basic spin module, we may reduce
coefficients modulo 2 to form the module D, say, for S in characteristic 2.n
w xIt is known 4, 5.1 that D is isomorphic to the spin module described in
the paragraph above. This enables us to calculate the Brauer characters of
the spin modules in characteristic 2.
Let w Ž lq2, l . denote the Brauer character of DŽ lq2, l . and let a be an
Ž .element of odd order in S . Let s a denote the number of cycles that2 lq2
w xappear in the cycle decomposition of a . Then by 27, VII, p. 203 , we have
w Ž lq2, l . a s "2 wŽs Ža .y1.r2x .Ž .
Ž lq2, l.Ž . Ž .It follows that w a is an odd integer if and only if s a s 2, in
which case a is a product of two disjoint cycles of length 2 r q 1 and
w x w x2 l y 2 r q 1, where 0 F r F lr2 . Thus there are exactly lr2 q 1 conju-
gacy classes of elements of odd order on which w Ž lq2, l . does not take even
values. The restriction of w Ž lq2, l . to S is the Brauer character of the2 lq1
irreducible module DŽ lq1, l ., which we denote by w Ž lq1, l .. Our discussion
above shows that the only conjugacy class of elements of odd order in
S on which w Ž lq1, l . does not take even values is that containing the2 lq1
cycles of length 2 l q 1. We intend to show how this information bounds
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the number of non-isomorphic irreducible modules D in characteristic 2
for the symmetric group with the property that the spin module tensored
with D is also irreducible. Before starting our investigation, we first note a
property of Brauer characters. Let G be any finite group and let q , . . . , q1 s
be the absolutely irreducible 2-modular Brauer characters of G. Let
q s a q q ??? qa q ,1 1 s s
Ž .where the a are rational integers. Suppose that q g r2 is an algebraici
integer for each element g of odd order. Then, since the q are linearlyi
Ž w x.independent modulo 2 see, for example, 9, p. 599 , it follows that each
coefficient a is even.i
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a field of characteristic 2 and let Dl be an
irreducible K S -module, where l is a 2-regular partition of n. Let S denoten
the irreducible spin K S -module.n
Ž . l Ža Suppose that n is odd. Then unless D is the tri¤ial module so that
Ž .. l ll s n , S m D is not irreducible. More precisely, let w denote the Brauer
l lŽ .character of D and let p denote an n-cycle in S . Then if w p is an e¤enn
integer, each composition factor of S m Dl occurs with e¤en multiplicity. If
lŽ .w p is an odd integer, S occurs with odd multiplicity as a composition
factor of S m Dl and there are other composition factors all occurring with
e¤en multiplicity.
Ž .b Suppose that n is e¤en, with n s 2m. In this case, there are at most
wŽ . x lm y 1 r2 q 1 2-regular partitions l for which S m D is irreducible.
Proof. Let w l be the Brauer character of Dl and let w be the Brauer
character of S. We note that w l takes rational integer values, since this is
true for all complex characters of S . Suppose first that n is odd andn
lŽ . l lw p is an even integer. Then the Brauer character ww of S m D takes
even integer values on all elements of odd order. By our earlier remarks,
each absolutely irreducible 2-modular Brauer character of S occurs as an
constituent of ww l with even multiplicity. Since the multiplicity of each
composition factor of S m Dl equals the multiplicity of its corresponding
irreducible Brauer character as a constituent of ww l, we see that each
composition factor of S m Dl occurs with even multiplicity. Suppose next
lŽ .that n is odd and w p is an odd integer. Then the Brauer character
ww l q w also takes even integer values on all elements of odd order. It
follows that w is a constituent of ww l with odd multiplicity and every
other irreducible Brauer character is a constituent with even multiplicity.
The corresponding properties of the composition factors of S m Dl follow
Ž .from this deduction. This proves part a .
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Suppose finally that n s 2m is even and there are t different 2-regular
partitions l , . . . , l such that S m Dli is irreducible. Let q , . . . , q be the1 t 1 t
Brauer characters of these irreducible tensor products. Since the irre-
ducible Brauer characters are linearly independent modulo 2, there must
exist elements g , . . . , g of odd order in S such that the t = t integer1 t n
matrix,
q g , 1 F i , j F t ,Ž .Ž .i j
is non-singular modulo 2. Now, as each q is a product of an irreduciblei
Brauer character with w, the g must be non-conjugate elements such thatj
Ž .w g is an odd integer. By our earlier observations, each g is a product ofj j
wŽ . xtwo disjoint odd cycles and hence t F m y 1 r2 q 1. This completes the
Ž .proof of part b .
Concerning the possibility of constructing irreducible tensor products
Ž .using the spin module, as described in part b of Theorem 3.1, Theorem
2.5 has already provided an example of such a non-trivial irreducible
Ž .tensor product when n ’ 2 mod 4, n G 6. We take l s n y 1, 1 in this
case. On the basis of looking at examples for n F 14, we speculate that the
following may be true. Suppose that n ’ 2 mod 4 and write n s 4 l q 2 for
Ž Ž2 lq2, 2 l . .some positive integer l thus S s D here . Let l be the two-row
Ž .partition n y 2 j y 1, 2 j q 1 . Then for 0 F j F l y 1, we should have
DŽ2 lq2, 2 l . m DŽny2 jy1, 2 jq1. ( DŽ2 lq1yj , 2 lyj , jq1, j. .
Ž .If this is true, then taking into account the trivial case when l s n , we
would have l q 1 different partitions l for which DŽ2 lq2, 2 l . m Dl is
Ž .irreducible, in accordance with the upper bound given in part b of
ŽTheorem 3.1. A much more wide-ranging conjecture is given at the end of
.our Introduction.
We now want to prove a result on the modular Littlewood]Richardson
rule to be used later. Let us write lt for a partition conjugate to l, i.e., the
partition whose Young diagram is the transpose of that of l. Given
Ž . Ž . Žpartitions m s m , m , . . . , n s n , n , . . . we denote the partition m1 2 1 2 1
. Ž .q n , m q n , . . . by m q n . Moreover, we denote by m m, n the parti-1 2 2
Ž t t. ttion m q n . If m, n , l are partitions of m, n, m q n, respectively, let
l wc denote the corresponding Littlewood]Richardson coefficients; see 23,mn
Ž .x w Ž .x5.2 . It follows from the Littlewood]Richardson rule 23, 9.2 that
mŽ m , n . l Ž .c s 1 and c s 0 unless l 2 m m, n , where 2 is the dominancemn mn yw xorder on partitions, as defined in 14 .
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LEMMA 3.2. Let F be a field of characteristic p, and let m and n be
p-regular partitions of m and n, respecti¤ely. Then
F S mq nm n lD m D › : D s 0 unless l 2 m m , n ,Ž . Ž .F w S =S xm n
Ž .and if m m, n is p-regular then
F S mq nm n mŽ m , n .D m D › : D s 1.Ž . F wS =S xm n
w x Ž m n . F S mq nProof. By 16 , S m S › has a Specht filtration with moduleF wS =S xm n
Sl appearing cl times for any l. Moreover Dg is a composition factor ofmn
l w l lxS only if g 2 l, and S : D s 1 if l is p-regular. It follows from they
remarks preceding this theorem that
F S mq nm n lS m S › : D s 0 unless l 2 m m , n ,Ž . Ž .F w S =S xm n
Ž .and if m m, n is p-regular then
F S mq nm n mŽ m , n .S m S › : D s 1.Ž . F wS =S xm n
Ž . XLet us pick a total order - on the pairs m, n as above such that m 2 m,yX Ž X X. Ž .n 2 n implies m , n F m, n . We prove the lemma by induction on thisy
ŽŽ . Ž ..total order. We start induction from the minimal pair m , n . Since
DŽm. s S Žm., DŽn. s S Žn., the result follows from the remarks above. For an
Ž . w x marbitrary m, n the composition factors of the F S = S -module S mm n
Sn are D m
X
m Dn
X
with mX 2 m, n X 2 n , and D m m Dn appears exactlyy yX X Ž X X . Ž . Ž X X.once. Note that m 2 m, n 2 n , and m , n / m, n imply m m , n 2y y
Ž .m m, n . So the result now follows from the inductive hypothesis.
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..If m i is a partition of n , i s 1, . . . , a, we define m m 1 , . . . , m ai
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž Ž . Žinductively using the formula m m 1 , . . . , m i [ m m m 1 , . . . , m i y
.. Ž ..1 , m i . The following corollary follows from Lemma 3.2 by induction.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.3. Let F be a field of characteristic p and let m i be a
p-regular partition of n , i s 1, . . . , a. Theni
F S n q ?? qnmŽ1. mŽa. l1 aD m ??? m D › : D s 0Ž . F wS = ??? =S xn n1 a
unless l 2 m m 1 , . . . , m a ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž ..and if m m 1 , . . . , m a is p-regular then
F S n q ?? qnmŽ1. mŽa. mŽ mŽ1. , . . . , mŽa..1 aD m ??? m D › : D s 1.Ž . F wS = ??? =S xn n1 a
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We wish now to consider the connection between the tensor products
l dŽl. Ž .S m D and the modules D , where d l is the double of l, as defined
w x Ž .by Benson 4 . Let l s l , . . . , l be a 2-regular partition of n and let1 r
S s S = ??? = S be the corresponding Young subgroup of S . Thel l l n1 r
spin module S for S over F equals DdŽn.. The character formula ofn 2
w xSchur 27, VII, p. 203 implies that
DdŽn.x s 2 ky1qwŽ lq1.r2xDdŽl1. m ??? m DdŽl r . ,Sl
where k is the number of parts of l of even size and l is the number of
wparts of odd size. Now, provided that l is spin regular, as defined in 4, p.
x250 , we have
d l s m d l , . . . , d l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 r
So Corollary 3.3 implies that
DdŽl1. m ??? m DdŽl r .›S n
contains DdŽl. with multiplicity 1, together with other D m, where m is a
Ž .2-regular partition with m 2 d l . It follows that the composition factors
of
DdŽn.x ›S nŽ .Sl
are 2 ky1qwŽ lq1.r2x copies of DdŽl. together with various D m, where m 2
Ž .d l . But we also have
DdŽn.x ›S n ( DdŽn. m M l,Ž .Sl
where M l is the permutation module for S obtained by permuting then
w xcosets of S 9, 38.5 . By comparing these two decompositions, we canl
obtain some information about tensoring modules with the spin module.
Before proving our main result, we briefly discuss some properties of
partitions.
Let l and m be 2-regular partitions of n with m 2 l. Suppose that l
and m are both spin regular. Then it is straightforward to prove that
Ž . Ž .d m 2 d l . However, if we assume only that l is spin regular, we cannot
deduce that m is also spin regular. For example, taking n s 15 and
Ž .l s 9, 5, 1 , l is spin regular, but there are several 2-regular partitions m
that dominate l and are not spin regular. This seems to introduce
complications into the development of the theory. In the special case that
l and m are both partitions of n into at most two parts, with m 2 l, it is
easy to see that if l is spin regular, then m is also spin regular. We use this
fact in our final result.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let K be a field of characteristic 2 and let l be a spin
Ž . dŽn.regular two-row partition of n. Let d l denote the double of l and let D
denote the spin module for S o¤er K. Then the composition factors ofn
DdŽn. m Dl are DdŽl. with multiplicity 2 wŽkq1.r2x, where k s 0, 1, or 2 is the
n Ž .number of e¤en parts of l, and ¤arious D , where n 2 d l .
Proof. We shall prove by induction on the dominance order that for
any spin regular two-row partition l of n, the composition factors of
DdŽn. m Dl are DdŽl. with multiplicity 2 ky1qwŽ lq1.r2x, where k is the
number of even parts and l is the number of odd parts of l, and various
n Ž .D , where n 2 d l . The result will then follow, as for two-row partitions
wŽ . x wŽ . xone has k y 1 q l q 1 r2 s k q 1 r2 .
Ž .We start with the case that l s n y 1, 1 . The composition factors of
M Žny1, 1. are DŽny1, 1., with multiplicity 1, and DŽn., with multiplicity 1 or 2.
Our discussion above has shown DdŽn. m M Žny1, 1. contains DdŽny1, 1. as a
composition factor with multiplicity 1 if n is even and multiplicity 2 if n is
n Ž . dŽn. Žn.odd, together with various D , where n 2 d n y 1, 1 . Since D m D
s DdŽn., our claim about the composition factors of DdŽn. m DŽny1, 1. is
clear in this case.
We assume now that the theorem is proved for all two-row partitions m
of n with m 2 l. As we noted above, any such m is spin regular. Our
earlier discussion has shown that DdŽn. m M l contains DdŽl. as a composi-
tion factor with multiplicity 2 ky1qwŽ lq1.r2x, where k is defined as above,
n Ž . w xtogether with various D , where n 2 d l . By 14, 12.1 , the composition
factors of M l are Dl, with multiplicity 1, and various D m, where m is a
partition of n into at most two parts with m 2 l. By induction, DdŽn. m D m
dŽl. Ž . Ž . dŽn. lcannot contain D , since d m 2 d l . It follows that D m D con-
dŽl.tains D as a composition factor with the required multiplicity.
When n is even and l is a spin regular two-row partition of n into parts
of odd size, Theorem 3.4 implies that DdŽn. m Dl contains DdŽl. as a
composition factor with multiplicity 1. As we noted previously, examples
suggest that DdŽn. m Dl s DdŽl. when n ’ 2 mod 4 and l as above. For
w xexample, the decomposition matrix of S given in 14, p. 139 shows that10
dim DŽ7, 3. s 48, dim DŽ6, 4. s 16, and dim DŽ4, 3, 2, 1. s 768 s 16 = 48. It
follows that DŽ6, 4. m DŽ7, 3. s DŽ4, 3, 2, 1.. Similarly, the decomposition matrix
w x Ž8, 6. l dŽl.of S given in 5 enables us to deduce that D m D s D when l14
Ž . Ž . Ž .is any of 13, 1 , 11, 3 , or 9, 5 .
While we have concentrated on looking for examples of irreducible
modules Dl for S with DdŽn. m Dl irreducible, there may be examplesn
dŽn. l Žfor which D m D is homogeneous i.e., a multiple of an irreducible
.module . We describe here one such non-trivial example which may be
part of a more general scheme.
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Ž .EXAMPLE 3.5. Let K be a field of characteristic 2 and let l s 9, 5, 1 be
a partition of 15. Let DŽ8, 7. denote the spin module for S . Then15
DŽ8, 7. m DŽ9, 5, 1. s DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1. [ DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1. ,
where DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1. is the unique irreducible projecti¤e module for S .15
Ž . Ž .Proof. The partition l is spin regular with d l s 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 . Our
discussion before the proof of Theorem 3.4 shows that DŽ8, 7. m M l con-
tains DdŽl. s DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1. as a composition factor with multiplicity 2. Using
w xYoung's rule and Benson's decomposition matrix for S in 5 , we find15
that each composition factor of M l has multiplicity at least 2, with the
exception of Dl s DŽ9, 5, 1., which has multiplicity 1. We also know that for
any 2-regular partition m, DŽ8, 7. m D m contains DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1. with even
Ž . mmultiplicity by Theorem 3.1 a . Thus if there is a composition factor D of
M l, with m / l, such that DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1. is a composition factor of DŽ8, 7. m
D m, it follows that DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1. is a composition factor of DŽ8, 7. m M l with
multiplicity at least 4, contrary to what we already know. Thus DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1. is
a composition factor of DŽ8, 7. m Dl with multiplicity 2. Benson's table
shows that
dim DŽ8, 7. dim Dl s 2 dim DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1.
and thus we deduce that DŽ8, 7. m Dl has a composition series consisting of
two copies of DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1.. Finally, since DŽ5, 4, 3, 2, 1. is projective, DŽ8, 7. m Dl
Ž5, 4, 3, 2, 1.is the direct sum of two copies of D .
This example suggests the possibility of the following phenomenon.
Ž .Suppose that n s m q m y 1 q ??? q1 s m m q 1 r2 is a triangular
Ž . Ž .number. Then if we set l s 2m y 1, 2m y 5, 2m y 9, . . . , we have d l
Ž . dŽl.s m, m y 1, . . . , 1 and D is an irreducible projective module ob-
tained from the corresponding Specht lattice in characteristic 0 by reduc-
tion modulo 2. We speculate that the decomposition
DdŽn. m Dl s 2 wŽmy1.r4xDdŽl.
may hold, where the right-hand side of the equality is the direct sum of
copies of DdŽl.. This decomposition holds for m F 5.
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